
 

 HI-SEAS III and Clark County School District 
 Cave Crawler Project  

Dear Students, 
 

Thank you for all of your wonderful work on the Cave Crawler project, I have really enjoyed 

reading about your ideas and seeing your designs come to life!  I’ve been hard at work on my 

own designs and I’d like to share them with you.   

With my designs you can see that I started off just like you with some hand drawn ideas in the 

Cave Crawler Overview picture.  From there I talked with my friends in the dome about 

different design ideas and refined my drawings based on some of their suggestions.  The more 

refined drawings are the Front, Side and Back View pictures I’ve sent you.   

Right now I am in the final design phase for the body of the robot, the solid modeling phase.  

Every part of the robot I design is going to be 3D printed right here in the dome, and in order 

to 3D print something you have to have a 3D model of it.  I have just finished building a model 

part by part (wheels, sensor box, motor mount, etc.) and have assembled the parts in a 

virtual model to make sure that everything fits properly.  All that I need to do now is have the 

parts 3D printed with Zak and Neil’s help, assembled in the workshop, and have the motors 

and sensors installed.   

I have just finished the design for the first prototype of this project and with all 13 parts it 

took me over a hundred tries to get everything to fit correctly.  This happens a lot in 

engineering so don’t feel bad if your designs need a few different iterations to work 

perfectly, keep at it and don’t get discouraged.  The key to being a good engineer is to be 

patient and willing to ask for a new set of eyes on a project you’ve been working on.  My 

collaboration with you all and Zak has opened my eyes to many new ideas and new ways of 

implementing them.   

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to help me design the colors for the parts of 

the robot so that I can 3D print them.  There are three different coloring sheets and we have 

eight different colors of 3D printing filament: red, blue, green, electric yellow, orange, 

white, grey and black.  So using these colors and the blank designs send me your ideas for the 

colors each part should be printed in and I’ll send you some photos of the final design.   

Thank you for all your hard work,  

 

HI-SEAS III Crew Roboticist 


